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DUBAI: Generation Z is entering the workforce, bringing
with it a tech-first mentality that will propel businesses fur-
ther into the digital era while potentially deepening the
divide among five generations in the workplace. According
to global research commissioned by Dell Technologies,
post-millennials - those born after 1996 and known as Gen
Z - have a deep, universal understanding of technology and
its potential to transform how we work and live. 

“It’s almost a given that these digital natives have
advanced technology and data science skills, but what is
surprising is the level of digital maturity they are bringing to
the workplace,” said Danny Cobb, corporate fellow and vice
president of Technology Strategy, Dell Technologies. “Yet
we haven’t raised a generation of robots. Gen Z sees tech-
nology not only as a tool for enabling human progress, but
also as a means for leveling the information empowerment
playing field. Their combination of vision and optimism is
remarkable.”  The survey of more than 12,000 high school
and college students in 17 countries reveals the younger
generation’s outlook on technology and future jobs.
Specifically:

● 98% have used technology as part of their formal
education

● 91% say the technology offered by an employer would
be a factor in choosing among similar job offers

● 80% want to work with cutting-edge technology; of
those 38% are interested in IT careers, 39% want to work
in cybersecurity and 46% aspire to do technology research
and development

● 80% believe technology and automation will create a
more equitable work environment by preventing bias and
discrimination

An overwhelming 89% recognize that we are entering
the age of human-machine partnerships: 51% of those sur-
veyed believe that humans and machines will work as inte-
grated teams, while 38% see machines as tools for humans
to use as needed. 

Lack of experience, potential generational rifts
While most Gen Zers are confident with their technical

prowess, they also worry about having the soft skills and

experience that employers are seeking. Seventy-three per-
cent rate their technology literacy as good or excellent and
68% say they have above-average coding skills. Even more
telling, 77% are willing to mentor an older coworker who
may be less experienced with technology. Yet nearly all new
grads (94%) have some concerns about future employment.

● Only about half (57%) rate their education as good or
excellent in preparing them for their careers

● 52% are confident they have the tech skills employers
want but not necessarily the non-tech skills

At the same time, senior professionals are concerned
they are being outpaced and that a majority of leadership
roles in the future will be filled by digital natives. According
to previous Dell Technologies research, 87% of business
leaders fear that their organizations will struggle to offer
equal opportunities across generations. 

With up to five generations now in the workplace, busi-
nesses must help workers find common ground as they push
to create a digital-first culture. Cross-functional teams with
complementary skillsets can encourage knowledge
exchange and a fresh approach to problem-solving.
Internships, rotation programs and other early-career
development opportunities can help young professionals
gain experience and develop soft skills on the job. And
reverse mentorship programs can enhance technical com-
petencies throughout an organization, with Gen Z leading
the way.

“At Draper, we thrive on cross-discipline collaboration.
It’s not unusual for us to bring together military experts,
rocket scientists and students from area universities to solve
some of the world’s most complex challenges,” said Mike
Crones, CIO at Draper. “In these scenarios, the student pro-
vides a unique perspective to solution development. Many
of the technologies we work on are highly interactive and
Gen Z brings a curious, user-first approach that we might
not otherwise consider.”

The human element
Although they have interacted with electronic devices

practically since birth and grew up with social media, Gen Z
yearns for more human interaction in the workplace.

● In-person communication (43%) is the preferred
method for communicating with coworkers, followed by
phone (21%); messaging apps and texting ranked last 

● 75% expect to learn on the job from coworkers or oth-
er people - not online

● 82% say that social media can be a valuable tool in the
workplace

● More than half (53%) prefer to go to a workplace ver-
sus working from home and 58% prefer to work as part of
team rather than independently

“Today’s young professionals grew up in a collaborative
educational environment and they are bringing those same

expectations to the workplace,” said Maribel Lopez, tech-
nology industry analyst and strategic advisor at Lopez
Research. “Though face-to-face communication isn’t always
in possible in today’s modern workplace, immersive tech-
nologies are enabling all types of workers to collaborate in
both the physical and virtual worlds.”

Added Cobb, “Ultimately, those organizations that cre-
ate a workforce in which all generations are supported will
thrive in the era of human-machine partnerships. An inte-
grated workforce is an empowered workforce, one that
can help their organizations transform and succeed in the
digital future.”

KUWAIT: Represented by its founder,
Faisal Rashad Al-Shawwa, Kuwait
Catering Consultancy Company ‘Believe
Nutrition’ recently signed an agreement
with the NK Lokomotiva Club; a profes-

sional Croatian football club based in
Zagreb, to provide catering and sport
consultancies to the club. The agreement
was made to help team players develop
high performance levels through con-
trolling and regulating their diets.
‘Believe Nutrition’ is the first Kuwaiti
company to provide such international
services for major sports clubs in
Europe and the world. 

Dell Gen Z research reveals good news:
We haven’t raised a generation of robots

They worry they lack needed soft skills, crave more human interaction

Honeywell 
commits to 
regional IOT
innovation
DUBAI: Honeywell (NYSE: HON) yesterday
announced the official opening of an innova-
tion hub at the Company’s regional headquar-
ters in Dubai. The Honeywell Technology
Experience Center is designed to promote
knowledge exchange and demonstrate the
value that can be gained from the adoption of
Internet of Things (IoT) technologies. 

With estimates that almost 90 percent of
companies in the Middle East are failing to
innovate sufficiently to drive growth and gen-
erate new revenue streams, the Center lever-
ages Honeywell’s deep global expertise and
industrial knowledge base to help unlock
opportunities for value creation though digital
transformation initiatives. Visitors from a wide
range of backgrounds and industries can be
engaged, ranging from oil and gas, petro-
chemicals and manufacturing, to smart build-
ings and cities, transportation, aviation, supply
chain and logistics.

Speaking at the inauguration, Norm
Gilsdorf, president, Honeywell, High Growth
Regions, Middle East and Russia, commented:
“Honeywell selected Dubai as the location for
the Honeywell Technology Experience Center
because it is a global hub of innovation and IoT
adoption. Digital technologies are evolving at

an accelerated rate, delivering value and effi-
ciencies that were previously unimaginable.”

Gilsdorf added: “Many companies in the
region find that reaping the benefits of IoT
can be a challenge owing to a lack of know-
how on how these technologies can be
deployed in practice. By leveraging
Honeywell’s deep domain expertise and lead-
ing industrial cybersecurity experience, we
look forward to working with forward-think-
ing visitors who are keen to understand and
advance digital transformation in the region.” 

With regional investment in IoT-related
technology set to reach $12.6 billion in 2021,
up from $6.99 billion in 2018, the Honeywell
Technology Experience Center serves as a
platform to engage with stakeholders from
the UAE and Gulf states, as well as Turkey,
Russia, Central  Asia, India and Africa.
Visitors can experience first-hand how
Honeywell supports virtually every industry
through its combination of hardware, soft-
ware and data analytics.

Interactive activities at the Center are tai-
lored to industry-specific interests that allow
visitors to take control of an industrial control
room, oversee the security, safety and produc-
tivity of a modern skyscraper, learn how a
connected city works, or test their skills at fly-
ing an aircraft simulator equipped with
advanced connected technologies.

While driving the benefits of connectivity
for value creation, Honeywell also recognizes
the need to secure and protect increased data
sharing. To promote new opportunities while
managing threats, the Center is co-located
with the Honeywell industrial cybersecurity
center of excellence (COE) that was formally
launched in February 2018.The COE is a pio-

neering technology hub with a safe off-
process environment to test network vulnera-
bilities and threats, train customers with real-
time simulations and provide advanced cus-
tomer consultations.

The Honeywell Technology Experience
Center joins existing locations in Washington
DC, and Shanghai, which together enable visi-
tors from around the world to gain first-hand
experience of the potential of IoT and learn
how industrial digitalization is positively shap-
ing the world we live in. Honeywell has been
established in the Middle East for more than
60 years. The Company’s solutions blend
physical products with advanced software to
create value for industries while supporting
long-term national development visions and
economic diversification across the region.
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signs with clubs 
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